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Overview
> Introduction to XFEL science
> Atom: x-ray multiphoton multiple ionization dynamics of Xe
> Molecule: x-ray ionization and fragmentation dynamics of CH3I
> Toward complex systems
> Summary
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has been accomplished by single-pass free electron
lasers. In the spectral range from the VUV to hard
X-rays, they provide in pulses of 10–100 fs duration
as many photons as we get today at the best storage
ring facilities
per
second.
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Where are XFELs?
> FLASH at DESY, Germany (2004)

FLASH and European XFEL

> LCLS at SLAC, USA (2009)
> SACLA at RIKEN Harima, Japan (2011)
> PAL XFEL at Pohang, Korea (2016)
> European XFEL, Germany (2017)

LCLS

SACLA

PAL XFEL
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generates large-amplitude oscillations, in particular Bragg peaks such as the (111) reflection (34).
This experimental observation of strong ~300-fs
period oscillations in the (111) Bragg diffraction
intensity rigorously demonstrated the utility of EOS
as a timing diagnostic (29, 30). These measurements also provided a detailed characterization of
the excited state potential, further demonstrating
the utility of ultrafast x-ray scattering for the

complementary discussion of nonthermal melting
and displacive excitations, as well as a discussion
of data analysis, can be found in the Supporting
Online Material (SOM) text.

Why ultraintense and ultrafast?
> Structural determination of
biomolecules with x-rays
➔ X-ray crystallography

Coherent X-ray Imaging with
Atomic Resolution
Electromagnetic radiation can be used to image objects with a spatial resolution ultimately

In the simple case of
plane wave, the ach
l /sin q, where q rep
angle collected by a l
lengths, however, m
cept and redirect li
becomes increasingl
of nanometers can b
resolution lenses do

> Growing high-quality crystals
is one of major bottlenecks
> Enough signals obtained from
even single molecules by
using ultraintense pulses
> Signals obtained before
radiation damage by using
ultrafast pulses

Gaffney & Chapman, Science 316, 1444 (2007).

How does matter interact with ultraintense and ultrafast pulses?
Fig. 2. Schematic
depiction of single-particle coherent diffractive imaging with an XFEL pulse. (A) The intensity pattern
Center for Free-Electron Laser
Science
formed from the intense x-ray pulse (incident from left) scattering off the object is recorded on a pixellated detector. The pulse
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patterns are recorded from single particles in a jet (traveling from top to bottom). The particles travel fast enough to clear the
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XFEL science
> Imaging of biomolecules for biology and life science
> Ultrafast dynamics for chemistry and material science
> Matter in extreme states for astrophysics and energy science
➔ XFEL applications waiting for increased theoretical support

SLAC

SLAC
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LBL

What differences from optical strong-field?
> Optical strong-field regime

> Intense X-ray regime

§ tunneling or multiphoton processes

§ mainly one-photon processes

§ valence-electron ionization

§ core-electron ionization and relaxation
§ multiphoton multiple ionization via a
sequence of one-photon processes

IR to UV
X rays
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X-ray absorption (single photon)
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X-ray multiphoton absorption
> Direct multiphoton absorption cross section is too small
Doumy et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 083002 (2011).

> Sequential multiphoton absorption is dominant
P

Ne

A

NATURE | Vol 466 | 1 July 2010
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followed by simultaneous multiphoton absorption, as energetically
Ne8+
required to reach the next higher charge state17, is one proposed mechV
anism, although the excitation of spectral features such as a giant atomic
V
Ionization
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resonance may modify this simple picture18. Studies of high-intensity
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can be examined experimentally. In contrast to the studies at longer
wavelengths, all ionization steps are energetically allowed via singlephoton absorption, a fact that makes theoretical modelling conFigure 1 | Diagram of the multiphoton absorption mechanisms in neon
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siderably simpler. We exploit the remarkable flexibility of the LCLS
induced by ultra-intense X-ray pulses. X-rays with energies below 870 eV
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consequent Auger decay the 1s-shell vacancy is filled by a 2s,p-shell electron
and quantify photoabsorption pathways in the prototypical neon

Sequential multiphoton
multiple ionization dynamics

Young et al., Nature
466, 56 (2010).

Complex inner-shell decay cascade
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Multiphoton absorption after/during decay cascade
§ More than 20 million multiple-hole configurations
§ More than 2 billion x-ray-induced processes
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How to treat x-ray multiphoton dynamics?
> No standard quantum chemistry code available
> Theoretical challenges
§ tremendously many hole states by x-ray multiphoton absorption
§ highly excited system far from the ground state
§ electronic continuum states
§ complex inner-shell ionization dynamics
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XATOM
> XATOM: describes
dynamical behaviors of
atoms interacting with
XFEL pulses
> X-ray-induced atomic
processes for any given
element and configuration
> Sequential ionization
model has been tested by
a series of atomic XFEL
experiments: Ne, Ar, Kr,
Xe, …

SO
P

S

P

RS

A
F

Son, Young & Santra, Phys. Rev. A 83, 033402 (2011).
Jurek, Son, Ziaja & Santra, J. Appl. Cryst. 49, 1048 (2016).
Download executables: http://www.desy.de/~xraypac
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XATOM: Theoretical and numerical details
method
> Hartree-Fock-Slater
"
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> Numerical grid: non-uniform for bound states and uniform for continuum
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> Calculate all cross sections and rates of x-ray-induced processes
based on the perturbation theory
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XATOM: Coupled rate equations
> Electronic structure, σ and Γ: calculated for every single configuration
> Solve coupled rate equations to simulate ionization dynamics

d
PI (t) =
dt

all X
config.
I 0 6=I

[

I 0 !I PI 0 (t)

I!I 0 PI (t)]

> Tremendously large coupled rate equations (~millions configurations)
➔ solved by Monte Carlo approach
Son & Santra, Phys. Rev. A
85, 063415 (2012).

direct solution

Monte Carlo approach
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X-ray multiphoton ionization dynamics
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Charge-state distributions of Xe
Xe@4.5 keV

Son & Santra, Phys. Rev. A 85, 063415 (2012).
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Ultra-efficient ionization by XFEL
> REXMI: Resonance-Enabled X-ray Multiple Ionization
> Broad bandwidth (~15 eV): resonances for many charge states
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Comparison with SACLA experiment
SACLA experiment
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§ Xe L-shell ionization: good agreement
§ underestimation in theory: lack of relativity, shake-off, (and resonance)
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Ionization dynamics described by theory
§ To reach Xe24+: 5 photons
absorbed, 24 electrons ejected
week ending
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nization enhancement [19] because the fluence is not
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XMOLECULE
> Challenges for molecular simulations at high x-ray intensity
§ coupled ionization and nuclear dynamics in the same time scales
§ formidable task: e.g. CH3I ~ 200 trillion rate eqs at single geometry
> XMOLECULE: x-ray and molecular physics toolkit
§ quantum electrons, classical nuclei
§ efficient electronic structure calculation combined with XATOM
§ Monte Carlo on the fly

Ab initio ionization and fragmentation dynamics
induced by intense XFEL pulses
Hao, Inhester, Hanasaki, Son & Santra, Struc. Dyn. 2, 041707 (2015).
Inhester, Hanasaki, Hao, Son & Santra, Phys. Rev. A 94, 023422 (2016).
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XMOLECULE: Numerical details
> Hartree-Fock-Slater method
> LCAO-MO for bound states
i (r)

=

X

Cµi

µ (r)

µ

3+

N2

§ Core-hole-adapted numerical atomic orbitals
calculated by XATOM
§ Good treatment for molecular core-hole states

> Molecular continuum approximated by
atomic continuum
> Gradients calculated on the fly
> Various numerical techniques employed

N+: 1s12s22p3

N2+: 1s02s22p3

§ multicenter integration on a molecular grid built from atomic grids
§ multicenter expansion and multipole expansion in direct Coulomb interaction
§ maximum overlap method to prevent variational collapse
Center for Free-Electron Laser Science
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Various multiple-hole states of CO
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All possible multiple-hole configurations (N=2187)
formed by x-ray multiphoton ionization
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Considering only selenium and carbon ions, the highest
cal photoexciEarlier works on molecules
at low
intensity
charge state combination
observed
with statistical signifiuents (5, 6) or
cance is Se9þ þ C3þ . Although proton fragments were
detected as well, we do not use them for the determination
(2, 7) to trigger
of the total charge state of the molecule, because typically
more than one proton is ejected, and the total detection
traced by resoefficiency becomes very low for coincidences of more
pectrometry (7)
than three particles. Therefore, in order to estimate the
total charge, we assume that all hydrogen fragments
6). Because of
are charged, which is well justified for higher charge states
n be efficiently
[19], but might deviate considerably for lower ones. The
deduced total charge for the methylselenol molecule is
dynamics, trigshown in Fig. 1(c) in comparison with the charge state
distribution measured for Kr atom under identical experiptical pulse (8),
CH3I: charge rearrangement as a
Total
charge:of CH
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Paris,theFrance.
x-ray pulse and observe considerable displacement of the

Total charge of molecule is similar to atomic charge.
Heavy atom charges are reduced after charge rearrangement.
Still valid for high x-ray intensity?

Iodomethane at high x-ray intensity
> New experimental setup:
LCLS CXI using nano-focus
➔ new realm of intensity
approaching ~1020 W/cm2

LCLS
experiment

> Selective ionization on heavy atom

Daniel Rolles
at KSU

Artem Rudenko
at KSU

σ(I)~50 kbarn

CH3I @ 8.3 keV

σ(C)~80 barn
σ(H)~8 mbarn

> X-ray multiphoton ionization occurs at high intensity
> Charge imbalance induces charge rearrangement
> Coulomb explosion after/during ionization & charge rearrangement
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Collaboration of XFEL experiment
Experiment team
Kansas State University
DESY, Hamburg

S. J. Robatjazi, X. Li, D. Rolles, A. Rudenko

B. Erk, R. Boll, C. Bomme, E. Savelyev

PTB, Braunschweig

B. Rudek

MPI for Medical Research, Heidelberg
Argonne National Lab.
UPMC, Paris

L. Foucar

Ch. Bostedt, S. Southworth, C. S. Lehmann, B. Kraessig, L. Young

T. Marchenko, M. Simon

Tohoku University, Sendai

K. Ueda

LCLS, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory K. R. Ferguson, M. Bucher, T. Gorkhover,
S. Carron, R. Alonso-Mori, G. Williams, S. Boutet
Theory team
CFEL, DESY

L. Inhester, K. Hanasaki, K. Toyota, Y. Hao, O. Vendrell, S.-K. Son, R. Santra
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Capturing ultrafast dynamics
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Rudenko et al., submitted.
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Rudenko et al., to be submitted.
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> Capturing ultrafast ionization and fragmentation dynamics
§ CSD (charge-state distribution): direct outcome of ionization dynamics
§ KER (kinetic energy release): molecular information when it breaks
apart, influenced by detailed dynamical behaviors
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molecular charge > ∑(atomic charges): experimentally confirmed
Rudenko et al., submitted.
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Ionization enhanced by charge rearrangement
low x-ray fluence
(single-photon dominant)

high x-ray fluence
(multiphoton dominant)

H
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H
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> Electrons from light atoms become available for further ionization on
H
H
heavy
atoms after charge rearrangement.
I
I
I
C

H

C

H

H

C

H
H

H
H
X-ray Ionization of Molecules
> CREXIM: HCharge-Rearrangement-Enhanced

> Impact on molecular imaging: not reducing partial charges of heavy
atoms due to charge rearrangement, but inducing more ionization overall
Rudenko et al., submitted.
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created ionic fragments. For a first-principles theoretical study, we apply the newly developed
XMOLECULE toolkit26 extended to include ab-initio photoionization cross sections and decay rates27, to
calculate the same set of observables for the case of iodomethane under the given experimental conditions,
and to predict the time-dependent evolution of fragment charges and the molecular geometry.

The bigger molecule, the larger effect

Figure
1. a) Experimental
charge state distributions
of iodine intensity:
ions emitted higher
from CH3iodine
I (black squares) and
measurement
at intermediate
> Coincidence
C6H5Icharge
(blue triangles)
molecules
by 1.1 mJ,charge
30 fs, 8.3 keV LCLS pulses. Red circles show
always
along upon
with irradiation
highest carbon
the charge state distribution obtained from atomic xenon under the same conditions. b) Yield of carbon
48+, CH3I54+, and C6H5I>54+
Estimated
charge: Xe
> iodine
and
ion pairsmolecular
detected in coincidence
after
CH3I ionization by the LCLS pulses with the same
parameters as in a), but pulse energy Rudenko
reduced toet0.4
al.,mJ.
submitted.
Center for Free-Electron Laser Science

Fig. 1a displays the
measured
charge
state
distributions
of iodine ions emitted from CH I and C6H5I
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molecules at the maximum
energy
in comparison with the results for Xe atoms under
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Application: x-ray molecular imaging
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Gd-Lysozyme
experiment at LCLS

Henry Chapman
at CFEL

Lorenzo Galli
at CFEL

ME

NT

Effective scattering strength

60

HIP: Galli et al., IUCrJ 2, 627 (2015).

CU

the single Gd ion at the end
of each
Figure>2 The
resulting bottleneck
effective scattering
Another
ofstrength
x-rayofcrystallography:
phasing

> Proposals of novel phasing methods:
utilizing selective ionization of heavy atoms
at high x-ray intensity

DO

refinement cycle.
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HI-MAD: Son et al., PRL 107, 218102 (2011).
HI-RIP: Galli et al., J. Synch. Rad. 22, 249 (2015).

> Based on knowledge of dynamical behaviors of heavy atoms within a molecule

W

1013
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Toward complex systems
XMDYN development

> XMDYN: X-ray molecular dynamics
§ Classical dynamics for ions and free electrons
§ Quantum treatment for bound electrons
➔ combined with XATOM
> Coulomb explosion of C60 at high x-ray intensity
> Nanoplasma formation of Ar & Xe clusters (~1000 atoms)

Zoltan Jurek
at CFEL-DESY Theory

> Ab initio treatment of molecular effect ➔ to be combined with XMOLECULE
Murphy et al., Nature Commun. 5, 4281 (2014).
Jurek et al., J. Phys. B 47, 124036 (2014).
Berrah et al., Faraday Discuss. 171, 471 (2014).
Tachibana et al., Sci. Rep. 5, 10977 (2015).
Saxena et al., HEDP 15, 93 (2015).
Yoon et al., Sci. Rep. 6, 24791 (2016).
Jurek et al., J. Appl. Cryst. 49, 1048 (2016).
Download exec.: http://www.desy.de/~xraypac
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Summary

XATOM

XMOLECULE

XMDYN

> XATOM, XMOLECULE, and XMDYN: enabling tools to investigate x-ray
multiphoton physics of atoms, molecules, and clusters exposed to high
intensity x-ray pulses
> Sequential ionization model: good agreements with experimental data
> X-ray multiphoton ionization dynamics of Xe: REXMI
> Ultrafast explosion dynamics of CH3I: highest charge state ever,
CREXIM: molecular ionization enhancement
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Team X

Ludger Inhester

Kota Hanasaki

Koudai Toyota

Now at Tohoku Univ.
(Japan)

Sang-Kil Son

Oriol Vendrell

Yajiang Hao
Now at USTB
(Beijing, China)

Robin Santra

Now at Aarhus Univ.
(Denmark)
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CFEL: Center for Free-Electron Laser Science
> To advance science with next generation light sources and lasers
> Three pillars
§ Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)
§ Max Planck Society (MPG)
§ University of Hamburg
> Websites:
§ CFEL: http://www.cfel.de
§ IMPRS-UFAST: http://www.mpsd.mpg.de/IMPRS
§ PIER: https://graduateschool.pier-hamburg.de
§ CUI: http://www.cui.uni-hamburg.de/en/
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